
B O O K L E T

44 MEBRAND
MINDSHIFTS

In 2022 I cracked the $1,250,000 cash year nut being more me
than ever been before and relentlessly following inspired

action... here's those million dollar mindshifts



w w w . j a n a k i n g s f o r d . c o m

WELCOME

Jana Kingsford

Hey Big Dreamer!! OK so let's
cut straight to the chase. My
mind shifted in a million ways
in 2022. I had a $1,250,000 cash
year. I was more myself than
ever before. I followed my flow
more deeply than ever. 

And my belief in my MEBRAND method (aka being as me as I can be)
got solidified in ways I never knew were possible. 

And what came out of it is the grand prize of every Big Dream... the
lessons you learnt along the way that you get to pass on and the
character you created in order to be a human who can hold what
she's asking for. 

 

A U T H O R .  M E N T O R   P O D C A S T E R  F I L M M A K E R



We all know the concept of 'energetic currency' but do we
really? When was the last time you looked at certain revenue-
driving activities that pay you abundantly but the energetic
expenditure is so high there's absolutely no energetic profit?  

I looked at every single revenue stream and measured the
energetic currency vs the energetic expenditure. 

If the energetic expenditure was too high, the mindshift was,
I'm strong enough to let it go and still make more than ever
before. 

 
ENERGETIC EXPENDITURE

What is the energetic expenditure vs energetic
currency. What's the true cost of a revenue stream
regardless of how profitlable it is 
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The action that comes through when your beliefs and big
dreams are lined up. Where everything you touch turns to
gold. Where the energy goes to live. 

I relentlessly, stubbornly, and ruthlessly relied on inspired
action over any agenda my marketing mind had. It paid off. 

When you're a marketing and sales genius, it's super
uncomfortable to sit back and NOT do what you KNOW to do.
Because it's not inspired. 

 
INSPIRED ACTION

When I weighed up the energetic expenditure and
energetic currency of activities, I was left with the
only way forward. Inspired action. 
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Strategy = plan of action.
Tactic = an action within a plan.
Technique = how a tactic is carried out.  
Inspired action = a non-tactical action 
Intentional action = a planned, inspired action.  

Changes things, right? I used to focus on strategy and tactics.
In 2022 I focused on a mix of inspired + intentional action.

Intentional action was the planned part of the inspired
action. 

Example: Inspired action "Free 5-Day Expansion". Intentional
action was the planned lives, reels and posts to market it. 

If it came from inspired action, I was getting myself into the
energetic state to create. Trusting the intentional actions I'd
set over the strategic and tactical skills I had. 

 
INTENTIONAL ACTION

Intentional action is the framework for the inspired
action freestyle. 
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I was a wedding makeup artist. The lag time between the
dropping of the branding seed and the sale was about 12
months.

I would pay $1500 for an ad in a magazine and 3 months later
I'd get a message. 2 months later we'd do a trial. She'd do a
deposit and a year later I'd make $600 to $900. 

Shifting even deeper into this in 2022. Knowing the actions I
did or didn't take each day would create the results months
later. 
 

 
THE SEED & THE SALE

My super power when I came online with my gifts in
2014, was that I understand the power of the 3 month
butterfly effect of all activities you do or don't take.
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I had created a million-dollar business and I could trace it
back to a decision I made to join a high-level mastermind a
few years earlier. When I joined I encoded the experience as
my million-dollar move and so it was. 

In 2022 I realised I was now the million-dollar move. FIGURE7
my mastermind was the million-dollar move. A container
consciously created to be your energetic grid for your MOVE.

So I created a 'million dollar move' messaging campaign
around my mastermind and so it became one. 

 
MILLION DOLLAR MOVE

Everything in my business is a result of the moves I
made and the energy I encoded into each activity. 
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The move is the beauty of big dreams. 

The metamorphosis is the beast of your big dreams. 

The metamorphosis is the universes part to play. 

You make the move. The metamorphosis moves you. 

In 3 months time you’ll be living in the manifestation of the
moves you did or didn’t make today. 

 
THE METAMORPHOSIS

Delaying the moves I know I need to make, delays the
metamorphosis. 
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We sit around, waiting for momentum to bestow itself upon
us. Versus making a moment that momentum can feed off. 

I used brand marketing events, booklet launches, never-
seen-before behind-the-scenes short films, and hyper-
valuable live-stream series as moments to build momentum. 

Throw a spanner in the works, create a moment (or milk a
moment that's already made) and watch the momentum get
a mind of it's own. 

 
MOMENTUM MOMENTS

Momentum needs a moment.
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There's parts of your personality that aren't as marketable. 

Kinda like the way you are with your bestie, some will find it
endearing but the mass of people are going to find it outright
weird. 

Persona branding is crafting your personality to be more
mass. Personal branding (in the MEBRAND context).

The mindshift. Your pure personal brand is more powerful
than a persona, even if you don't appeal to the masses. 

 
PERSONAL VS PERSONA

Persona brand means you pick out the marketable
pieces of your personality and leave the rest. 
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We don’t realise how much we hold ourselves back
(especially our inspired actions) by resisting the urge to
follow our creative flow when it’s coming out of us like a
firehose. Telling ourselves stories like. “I’m going to burn
out”, "I’m too busy", or “It’s too much”. 

Recognise the purity of the situation. Let the creative pieces
stream out of you like a fire hose. Embracing the deep love of
your craft and magical moment in time. Let it flow through
you. YES, your team, clients, customers and community may
be overwhelmed and overloaded, but you’ll live in alignment
with pure source flowing through you. 

These are the moments you'll look back on that made the
momentum you piggybacked on down the track. 

 

 
FIREHOSE

I gave myself permission to firehose and not hold
back when content was streaming through me. 
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FIREHOSE
MEGA MINDSHIFT



You've had those times when
you’ve felt so hot. The sales,
money, customers, buzz,
inspiration, creativity, and
messages coming from
everywhere? It's popping.
You're popping? 

Every post you write is a
banger. Every product you sell
gets sold. People signing up
for things left, right and
centre. 

That's what I call THE
FIREHOSE. 

This is the expansion point,
where brands rise to the
occasion or fall to levels they
were before.  

If you've felt the FIREHOSE
effect before but let the
energy return to a drip
because you couldn’t harness
it, this is for you. 

FIREHOSE ENERGY
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Usually, the personal brands
that learn how to leverage
the FIREHOSE energy early
on are the brands that come
out of the gates swinging.
You never saw them coming. 

They keep growing up, up,
up, and you’re like, WTAF?
So next time you witness
this, run the FIREHOSE lens
over their brand, and you’ll
likely see they leverage the F
outta this. 

If you've felt the FIREHOSE
effect before but let the
energy return to a drip
because you couldn’t harness
it, this is for you. 

 

If you're not in the firehose
energy right now or have
never felt the FIREHOSE
energy I’m describing in your
brand before. It's all relative. 

Knowing how to harness the
FIREHOSE energy before it
hits your brand could put you
at a significant advantage. 

Knowing how to harness the
FIREHOSE energy before it

hits your brand could put you
at a significant advantage. 

w w w w . j a n a k i n g s f o r d . c o m / m e b r a n d

HARNESSING
THE FIREHOSE
ENERGY 



In 2022 I mastered the ability to harness the firehose for the
first time in my entrepreneurial career. 

The firehose feels like an energetic vortex of sales, dream
clients, inspiration, creativity, messages and referrals from
every direction. 

It feels infinite. Neverending. 

The dream clients messaging you. 
Aligned clients signing up on the spot. 
Clients celebrate wins upon wins. 
Customers are coming left, right and centre. 
Comments under everything. 
Random things selling on your website. 
Every post is a banger. 
Every livestream goes off its nut. 

w w w w . j a n a k i n g s f o r d . c o m / m e b r a n d

MASTERING THE FIREHOSE



W W W . J A N A K I N G S F O R D . C O M / M E B R A N D

It feels like a FIREHOSE of epicness
coming at you, and you’re trying to
capture it and, in the words of EMINIEM...
not let it slip. 

These are the moments that created the
momentums. This energy is not constant
when it hits. If you can leverage it, it’s
where million-dollar brands are made.
And if you’re at the millions already, this
is the multi-million access point. 

Harnessing firehose energy is a skill
acquired with time, much like the taste.  

Here’s what most people do when the
FIREHOSE (that you self-generated
through prior actions, now culminating
together). 

The energy of the FIREHOSE is too much
to hold, let alone harness. So you switch
off the channel repeating. 

“I’m overwhelmed.” 
“I’m at capacity”.
“I’m so busy.” 
“I can’t handle this”. 

FIREHOSE RESPONSE 

FIREHOSE FEELS LIKE



w w w w . j a n a k i n g s f o r d . c o m / m e b r a n d

When you constrict the flow of energy at this
moment versus expanding at your edge, you break
the firehose. 

Your ability to alchemise natural emotions when
experiencing an influx of energies in your sphere. 

Expanding into the increased notifications, client
onboarding, requests, sales and activity. 

This is your Big Dreams dress rehearsal. 

You get to decide that this breakthrough is your
new floor. Build up instead of building again. 

Let’s increase your capacity and expand beyond
your edges to create a new normal that feels as
easy as before.

No harder. Just more of the Big Dreams you asked
for. 

THE FIREHOSE KINK



Rejecting and resisting the
FIREHOSE energy comes
from fear of success, failure,
burnout, or being too busy. 

Resistance will turn the
firehose into a drip. 

If you learn to spot your
'firehose resistance' TELLS,
you can breathe through
them to catch the
symptomatic resistance
points.

FIREHOSE
RESISTANCE

w w w w . j a n a k i n g s f o r d . c o m / m e b r a n d

POKER FACE
Think about a Poker Game.
How do you win? Learning
to pick up on people’s
“TELLS”. 

The slight shift of the hand,
the twang of the eyelid, the
tap of their toes. They’re all
TELLS. 

 
 



Seemingly insignificant and unrelated. But after turning a
firehose into a drip for many years, I discovered this pattern
played out with accuracy you could set your clock by. 

When searching for your tells, consider what is important to
you. I knew I loved having my community feel seen, valued
and essential in my world. When my brand hit FIREHOSE
mode, I watched the comments sit there for days.
Unanswered.  

“OMG, all these comments” I feel so overwhelmed. 

This is why I hired communications managers when I wrote
the manuscript for my book. Because I knew not replying to
comments was a tell for me. And sitting there with
unanswered comments all day would be something in the
back of my mind. 

w w w w . j a n a k i n g s f o r d . c o m / m e b r a n d

MICRO 'TELL' 1: I DON'T REPLY TO COMMENTS



I have Wednesdays and weekends off. I have balance built in
so there is no 'need' to retreat. So when I feel like retreating,
resting (when I'm already rested and not tired) and retracting
from showing up. I know I'm in a FIREHOSE resistance from
fear moment more than a legitimate desire. 

If I’m in the FIREHOSE and do not desire to do things I love,
like a walk along the beach, a quick good morning IG story, a
vibey reel... I know I'm off and likely deep in resistance. 

I say to myself: 
"You're in the firehose Jana, can you just do one story?"
"I can do just one story”. 
I take a breath, expand my edges, and post a story. 
I’ve expanded my edges.
"Can I do another one?" 
ONE MORE LAST ONE. 

If I'm in an intentional rest and retreat mode (versus
reactionary), the conversation is the opposite. 

w w w w . j a n a k i n g s f o r d . c o m / m e b r a n d

MICRO 'TELL' 2: REACTIONARY RETREATING



I expanded my edges and
created  equilibrium with the

FIREHOSE energy. 
JANA KINGSFORD



There's parts of your personality that aren't as marketable. 

Kinda like the way you are with your bestie, some will find it
endearing but the mass of people are going to find it outright
weird. 

Persona branding is crafting your personality to be more
mass. Personal branding (in the MEBRAND context).

The mindshift. Your pure personal brand is more powerful
than a persona, even if you don't appeal to the masses. 

 
KINGWAVE

Waves come in sets of 4. They're almost predictable.
But every now and then there's an unexpected big
wave, we call that in Australia a Kingwave. 
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The month that I wrote my book + had $160,000 cash
received month, was the month I broke the belief I could only
have one or the other.

A $100,000 cash received while hosting and hanging out with
my besties. 

I don't have to sacrifice one or the other. I get to have this
and that. 

Best Month Ever + [insert big project you want to do]. 

My mind shifted from I can have this or that... to I can have
this and that.  

 
THIS & THAT

Best month ever & write my Big Dreams Book
manuscript. Best weekend ever & host besties. 
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As I embodied the energy of "Dream Bigger" it bought stuff to
the surface. In my Beliefetics practice, this came up, and I
riffed it out with my mentor. 

JANA: "Maybe I'm just not that talented, maybe I'm just not
good enough. Because if I were as good as I feel I am, I'd be
having million-dollar months by now. 

MELANIE: "Jana... Jana... Jana... if it was all about talent
imagine what different actors would be celebrities right now?"  

Million-dollar mindshift + mentoring right there. 

You're welcome. 

 
TALENT

It’s not about talent. Money is not about talent. There
are so many different variables. 
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Launching started to feel like a circus monkey. On a launch
hamster wheel. More performative arts, less of my lifeswork. 

I launched the same way from January 2014 to January 2022.  
But it got to the point where it felt like it was tainting the
sanctity of your offerings—subtly moulding them for the
masses—insulting the intelligence of those called to my
highest level of work. So I stopped launching as I knew it. 

I tapped into the infinite energy and power of selling based
on daily inspired and intentional action. That went on to
become 'Launchology'. 

 

 
LAUNCHOLOGY

When you tap into that inspired, ignited action field. 
You will take more aligned action than anyone you
know. Yet feel like you didn't do a thing. While you
watch it all flow in... The vibration of #Launchology  
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I stopped launching as I knew it and started drop launching.
It cut out most launch lead-up times. 

DREAMSPO CLUB  all-access-pass was filled with Big
Dreamers ready to do a live course every month. So instead
of channelling my creative inspiration into a launch, I
channelled it into recording microclasses, extra practices,
bonuses and pre-game classes for the body of work.

I would drop the launch of Creatormind, Mentorology,
Beliefetics, Launchology or Big Dreams Bootcamp on a
Friday and by Monday, we'd be doing Day 1 of a liveround. 

There was something special about selling a course once it
started. When people are tagging, raving and posting about
it. It hit different than a launch lead up. 

 
DROP LAUNCHES

When I felt the energy of a body of work desiring to
come through me, I dropped it and said 'it starts like
yesterday'. 
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Sometimes I'm excited. Often I'm deep and vibey.
Sometimes we're sunshine-y. Sometimes we’re a total
savage. Each day, I act from inspired action, and that
inspired action comes from the energetic state I'm in. My
content reflects that. 

Box of Chocolate's branding, you never know what you're
going to get, and you get to own that. Claim that. Lean into it. 

It has people searching for you on socials. they wanna see
what’s happening today. Like your fave show, you want to
tune in daily to see what happens. That’s what Box of
Chocolates did for my brand. 

 
BOX OF CHOCOLATES

I'm just a like a box of chocolates you (and I) never
know what you're going to get. 
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Bold statement, I know. Because I cracked millions (there
have been a few million celebrations now). I would not have
agreed with this statement (because I hadn’t experienced it). 

The biggest thing I learnt about myself is... I'm super
generous. I had always been the worst present giver, so I
didn't think I was generous. Birthdays felt more stressful,
trying to pick a considerate gift. Turns out, being restricted, I
just couldn't be as generous as I desired, so I was uninspired. 

I’ve bought my husband 3 of his dream cars and a JetSki. I
bought my daughter a van and had it converted to a trendy
VANLIFE livable camper. And so much more. 

I allowed myself the permission to enjoy more money and
see how much it made me more me in every way possible.

 
MORE ME MONEY

I never knew who I truly was until I was no longer
restricted by money. 
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I've always used this analogy to understand the feminine and
masculine balances of energies in the most simplest way
ever. 

More than ever in 2022, I allowed my fierce, fiery Kali goddess
feminine energy to be the leader. Versus just soft, flowy,
floaty feminine energy. 

I felt the way my feminine energy embraced the livehours 4
mornings a week, I showed up and slayed. 

I hugged my morning routine of reels, lives, stories and posts.
And then dropped my mic in the afternoons. The balance.
Perfection. Just like a hug. 

 
THE HUG

The balance of feminine and masculine energy in my
brand is like a hug. The feminine must embrace the
hugger in order for the hug to hold. 
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I hired the following support: 

Physical ~ Book publishers + Dreamspo Team + CEO Walks

Mental ~ High-Level Mentorship + Beliefetics 

Emotional ~ Bi-Weekly Breathwork journeys + Mentoring.

Spiritual ~ Hired Energy Worker + Daily DNA upgrading. 

I covered all my bases and had my psyche fully supported to
generate the million feeling better than ever. 

 
PSYCHE SUPPORT

Full circle support of my psyche: The physical, mental,
emotional, spiritual sides of self before I needed it. 
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In 2022 I transitioned from private 1:1 coaching back to the
mastermind. I knew myself enough to know I love
masterminds for the extra stimulus. In masterminds, I'm
showing up rain, hail and bliss. 

This is how I start sessions or questions (as a client): 

"I have a little niggle"
" I am looking for an expansion."
"I would love your vibe on ___"
"I would love you to riff on ___"

Because if I only show up in the mush, I'm creating a pattern
of only showing up when it's negative. Which can then give
you negative vibes about the container. 

When I was vibing with the idea of aligning with an 8 Figure
business. I asked, “What is the difference between a 7 - 8
Figure Business.”

I lay your cards on the table..

 
CLIENTSHIP

The MINDSHIFT was receiving what I desired and
require from mentorship. World-class mentorship is
dependant on world class clientship. 
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Maybe the beach house had something to do with it and
more of a predictable morning routine since we weren't
travelling. 

But four mornings a week, I got into the energetic state to
create live, real-time, in-the-moment, fresh live content.
There in the comments, on my livestreams and in the stories.

I love reels, posts, books and all the content I don't have to
face to camera for; sit up straight and deliver nuggets you
can chew on. 

I embraced it more than ever. Streaming at the same-ish
time, in the same-ish spot, with substance and selling. 

I had a LIVESHOW... and I treated it like one. 

 
LIVE VIBES = LIVE SHOW

Stream live realtime content through reels, lives and
in the moment stories... but mostly from lives. 
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After I cracked my first million-dollar cash nut 12 months
back in May 2021. I celebrated with a picnic on the beach at
sunset, a cake and 'first million' carved into a coconut. 

I went into chill, coast, complacent mode. Like I've made it.
My days of building my buzz, hype and clout were over. 

HYPERACTION is a set of daily actions I take to create a
strong base for my business. I reply to comments, check in
with my feed, and engage with my community, clients,
customers and colleagues. Just casually, but it's still
something I do. 

I call it Hyperaction; it's a practice to increase activity, buzz
and hype around my brand (because it's fun to play on the
internet). 

In 2022 I decided I would keep up my Hyperaction dailies so I
didn't slip into chilled, coasting, complacement mode.

 
HYPERACTION

I self-generated my own buzz, clout and hype. 
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Think of a bee... Now picture a field of flowers... Now,
remember the hive. The bee goes out. Extracts pollen from a
flower. Spreads the pollen to another flower. Goes back to
the hive with honey. Look, I don't know exactly how it works,
but I watched the Bee Movie as a kid. 

LEVEL 1 CROSS POLLINATION 

This is your content. You do a livestream; you extract the
pollen from the livestream. You make a post, send an email,
create a story or make a reel. Spreading the goodness from
the livestream all over the internets. 

LEVEL 2 CROSS POLLINATION 

I posted the FIREHOSE livestream (aka workshop) on FB. I
post stories + reels about FIREHOSE on IG. My CTA  is =  
 comment below "FIREHOSE" to get the FREE workshop. I
send them the link to the original FIREHOSE workshop on FB.
My livestreams sell like hotcakes. Cross-pollination
complete. 

 
CROSS POLLINATION

The process of connecting the discomboluted pieces
of content creations to create a cohesive whole. 
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The tactic where you'll never have to ask what is free versus
what is paid again. 

FREE = Story, shift, strategy
PAID = Strategy, shift, story. 

FREE = Who, What, Where, When, Why. 
PAID = How

I'll just leave you to it, while you marinate on that. 

(60-minute FREEFRAME masterclass in MEBRAND Membership) 

 
FREEFRAME

What is free versus what is paid? The question people
asked me for years, until I created the FREEFRAME.
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I have 3 rotating focal points of my personal brand at a time. I
rotate them every few months. 

In 2022 my THREEPEAT stayed the same, which is unusual
because I usually rotate more often. 

I manifested my Big Dreams Beach House.
Celebrated cracking 7 figures in 8 months on a yacht. 
Celebrated cracking the million financial years. 
2 x Champagne million-dollar celebrations with my mentor. 
JetSkis, dream track cars, cruising in our XYGT. 

Sharing 'living in the manifestation of big dreams’ vibes
instead of mainly business, branding, travel and content
creation was a bigg-ish mindshift for me. 

To know that my vibe was valuable, not just my mind. 

 
THREEPEAT

Big Dreams, manifestation and celebration.
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My Oneology is Big Dreams.

I'm out here every day, representing BIG DREAMS and
literally making it my business to help you feel capable of
achieving your Big Dreams online and otherwise. 

Every touchpoint, every piece of content, and every customer
and client communication backstage is centred around Big
Dreams.

Does this or does this not help them attune, alchemise and
achieve their Big Dreams? 

If the answer was no, it wasn't posted. 

(ONEOLOGY Masterclass in MeBrand Membership) 

 
ONEOLOGY

I'm here to represent Big Dreams, every single day. 
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Live hours don't mean I was live everyday, it just means
these are the hours I'm present, connected, live, real-time,
creating and showing up. 4 days a week. 

Voxers, stories, livestreams, comments, content, messages,
team communications and ideation.  

These hours give me a framework to freestyle.

The mindshift came when I got complacent living in a house
versus on the road. I found myself with so much more time to
work. Time being like a vacuum I didn’t seem to get more
done, in fact, I felt like I was doing less than when I was full-
time travelling in a van as a family of 5. 

I shifted (pretty quickly) back to my (6-10AM live hours 4 days
a week) travel routine so I could hone in on my live hours and
do deep creative work some afternoons a week. 

 
LIVE HOURS

6am to 10am 4 days a week = Livehours. Those are the
hours I showed up rain, hail, shine & bliss. 
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I don't know why I leave out the 2-hour blocks between the
days (aka time blocks). It could represent free time, and if it
were indeed a new day, that would represent sleep time. 

When I show up for my Live Hours in the morning (4 days a
week). Camera and coffee in hand, beach walk is done,
Beliefetics in the bag, party dress on for my live show. It feels
like a whole day. The things I do in that small window of time
blow my mind. 

Following these 3 chunks helped me to channel change
between different activities, whether it be balanced with the
family, JetSkiing, dinner or writing my book.

3 days in 1 felt like I tripled my year without working more,
but seeing more potential in each day.  

 
3 DAYS IN 1

Day 1 = 6am - 10am
Day 2 = 12pm - 4pm
Day 3 = 6pm - 9pm
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In 2022 I had a lot of deep projects I was working on that I
wanted to bring to fruition. 

Livehours is great for business growth, but it's all instant
gratification work. To grow a business while also creating an
instant influx of cash, activity and buzz, you get to master
both (unless you have someone bankrolling your business).

CEO days allow me to focus on my business without the live
notifications, instant gratification and real-time work. 

I used these days to get after bigger projects without feeling
like I had anything to respond to. 

 

 

 
CEO DAY

Melanie Ann Layer (my mentor) made CEO DAYS
popularised. For good reason, they're epic. 
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Without a creator day, there's no way I would have been able
to create the reels, podcasts, posts, booklets and short films I
did. 

I loved the whitespace of a creator day, where I knew it was
my job to just play with my art. Get creative with my reels.
Find and splice footage from our travels or the beach house. 

My creator days aren't scheduled. But I gave myself
permission to 'I just know' if it was a creator day and let
myself go with that. And I did. And it worked. 

I have the luxury now that my whole family respect and
knows my craft and creativity cycles. So when I let them
know I'm feeling a creator day, they know that mama will be
deep in it. Doesn't stop them from asking me random things
all day.

 
CREATOR DAY

Where I wake up, grab my camera and get creative. 
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When we got the Big Dreams Beach House for the year, I
thought I would start to do client sessions on other days. 

What shifted for me was realising this wasn't just a travel
thing, to do all my client sessions one day a week. This was a
brand thing. 

A branding moment that created momentum (every week).
On my coaching day, Tuesdays in the vortex with my clients,
in voxer, on calls and in IG stories. 

My mind, heart, soul and energy are all up in my coaching
business. Naturally inspiring creative content and
conversations about FIGURE7, my mastermind and Woman of
Wealth By Being Herself (my private mentoring). 

Beyond that, clients tagged me, I tagged them. 

Overflowing into one of the biggest brand moves that
booked out my coaching. 

Most people message me on a Tuesday, "Hey, can I get
details for F7?" and jump in the next day. It became a thing.

 
CLIENT DAY

I created the best routine for running a million-dollar
coaching business when we were travelling. 
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In 2018 I discovered this unique brand code. 

The months I shared the 'Big Dreams I'd manifested' and the
'Big Dreams I am manifesting'. In my brand messaging, went
on to become my best months ever. 

In 2022 I embodied this as my entire message all year
without worrying about repeating myself over and over. 

Big Dreams Manifested: Big Dreams Beach House, Million
Dollar Business, Dream Team of A Players. 

Big Dreams Manifesting: 8 Figure Business, Writing &
Publishing the Book. 

I even created a 5-day Free Expansion, "Dream Bigger". To
publicly declare this as the next Big Dream I was manifesting. 

 
MANIFESTED

Sharing Big Dreams I've manifested and Big Dreams
I'm manifesting. 
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I stopped: 

ACTING AS IF
ACTING as my next-level version of self. 
ACTING as my highest self. 

If these Big Dreams wanted to come through me at lightning-
fast speeds, they'd need to come through with me being as
me as I could be. Not acting as some next-level version of
myself. Instead seeing the value of myself, as I am. 

I discovered the beauty of believing I could achieve these
bigger million-dollar dreams by being as me as I could be. As
I am now. There’s no reason to act as if when you’re truly
proud and all-embracing of who you are. 

This only works if you’ve already embodied deep self-
development and self-belief work. 

But as a rule, AS I AM, is how I become the woman capable of
achieving my Big Dreams. No act required. 

 
AS YOU ARE

I stopped believing I needed to act as my next level
self to achieve my Big Dreams, instead the biggest
flex was to believe I could achieve my Big Dreams as I
am. 
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My mind shifted from thinking I could become a better
communicator on livestreams if I just stuck to the subject
and stopped going off on multiple storylines. 

Every time I would feel a STORY coming on during a
livestream, instead of stopping myself and sticking to the
subject (yawn). I let myself meander. But first, I got everyone
to hashtag STORYTIME in the comments and gave a bit of
context so I could circle back to it if another story interjected. 

#STORYTIME became a thing. My livestreams were rich with
personal stories, and the Big Dreamers became part of the
narrative, driving the content with their interest. 

 
STORYTIME

Hashtag #StoryTime. My embracement of the way I
communicate, instead of perfecting it, loving it. 
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It created an instant energetic expansion when I doubled my
Big Dreams instead of doing what felt most doable and made
the most sense. 

Shoot for the moon catapulted me outside the realms of
reality and into the vortex of magic. 

I left realistic dreams at the door and all that remained were
the possibility of doing things I'd never done before. 

My desire became what I trusted, not the rules of goals being
measurable, realistic and doable. 

 
SHOOT FOR THE MOON

At the beginning of 2022, I'd just come off the back of
cracking my 1st million in 12 months. I'd been in a
sabotage rut for months, until 2 words: Dream Bigger
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I embraced pressure more than ever. Alchemising it in my
body, becoming safe, safer, safest in a bubbling pot of self-
created pressure. 

Pressure became the boiling point for treats to be made. 

Landing amongst the stars became the pressure release
value. 

 
LAND AMONGST STARTS

This takes the pressure off the energy of dream
bigger. I knew I could shoot for the moon and
completely expect to land amongst the stars. 
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I followed the sun... my Big Dreams. The things that make
bring a smile to my face. 

I followed the ways of creation that made Instagram happy
and my heart happy too. Like dreamy, vibey content instead
of structured, strategic content. 

I got myself in the energetic state to create so that all actions
felt inspired and infused with Big Dreams juice. 

Every. Day. I followed the sun. What lit me up? What warmed
my soul? What set my heart on fire? I followed that. 

 
FOLLOW THE SUN

Follow the sun... as a traveller this has become my
second nature. 
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I went even deeper into my cracking nuts methodology. 

Instead of goals, I have Big Dreams. 

Big Dreams aren't realistic. 

So where do we get our dopamine hit on the way to
achieving Big Dreams? 

By cracking nuts. 

90 people in Beliefetics... what’s the next nut to crack? 

100 Beliefetics students. 

Create celebrations every day along the Big Dreams journey. 

 
CRACKING NUTS

I crack nuts, not goals.
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That Quest changed our lives. I wrote a number 1 best-selling
book in 1 month. A week later, we decided to homeschool
the kids and travel full-time. 

After the daily Spring beach quest, we locked the door to our
family house of 9 years for the last time. 6 years later, we're
still living in the manifestation of the magic made in that
quest. 

A quest is a set amount of days to repeat a life-changing
activity. In 2022 I started the year with 52 days straight of my
reformer pilates Quest. Which then lead to 

From December through January 2023, I walked 7 kilometres
a day on average. The CEO WALK Quest. 

These Quests created moments, breakthroughs and insights
that, otherwise, without them, wouldn't exist. 

 
QUESTING

Spring of 2016, every single day, my family of 5 went
on a quest to go the beach. Life was never the same. 
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When your Beliefs AREN'T attuned to the energy, vibration
and frequency of your Big Dream, nothing you do ever seems
to work.

When your Beliefs ARE attuned to the energy, vibration and
frequency of your Big Dream come true, everything you
touch turns to gold. You’re an alchemist. 

I didn't waste a moment taking action from an uninspired
space. 

Back in the day, if something needed to be launched or sold,
I would've taken action, even if I wasn't feeling it. 

 
ALCHEMY

I raised my beliefs to match my big dreams so that all
action was inspired, every touch point turned to gold. 
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I took some incredible business programs from feminine-
embodiment mentors in 2022. I learnt the opposite of what I
thought I would. I discovered how deeply I'd been operating
in the feminine freestyle energy and could do with some
more masculine frameworking. 

I realised there were cycles for frontloading, where my brand
required me to put intense, upfront energy and then
piggyback on it. 

I had always just thrown my team in the deep end, they'd
start and I'd be like, figure it out. That's probably why it never
worked. In 2022, this frontloading mindshift happened when
hiring a fresh Dream Team of A players. I doubled my
workload for a good 2 months. I lived in Asana frontloading
the onboarding process with screenflows, templates,
walkthroughs and systems. I frontloaded the energy, and it's
paid dividends ever since. I haven't had to log into Asana for
3 months. the team run all operations. 

 
FRONTLOADING

The anti-hustle movement (that I'm a part of) has
created a false sense of the upfront action required. 
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Frontloading sets up the energy, momentum and project.
Piggybacking is the feeling of living off the energetic
dividends from my initial energy investment. 

I frontloaded (energetic investment) energy into my podcast
set-up. The name, the photos, the branding, the workflow,
the platforms, the sound designer, the podcast editor, the
podcast management, the podcast email sequence, the
distribution, the show notes, the interviews. 

Once the podcast was set up, I piggybacked on the work I'd
frontloaded. All I had to do was show up for the interviews. 

That's piggybacking. I did a lot of that.  

 
PIGGYBACKING

I piggyback on the energy created in the frontloading.
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In 2018 I was so sick of being up and down in business in a
super volatile way. 

Searching for some cashflow equilibrium, I started tracking
my patterns hardcore. 

What I noticed went on to become a course called "Cashflow
Codes", a methodology I pass on to my clients to become the
conductor of their own Cashflow. 

The mindshift = I turned intentional, intensity and immediacy
into the FIREHOSE. I got to self-generate the FIREHOSE
instead of just harnessing the energy of it. I created it. 

When sales are flowing through. What is the main energy
you're in? 

Self-generate those energies before you need to. That's
casfhlow codes. 

 
CASHFLOW CODES

Intentional. Intense. Immediacy. The 3 sales energies
that create momentum in your business and 
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Think about Big Dreams... most people who have been in my
world for a minute think about me.

BIG DREAMS = JANA. 

The ideas, mantras and words you desire to trademark. 

BRAND MARKING your big ideas as if you were 
 TRADEMARKING them.

You can buy a TRADEMARK, but that does not mean people
think about you when they see that phrase. 

BRAND MARKING is a million times more powerful than a
TRADEMARK. Trademarks are just logistical. 

BRAND MARKS mean  people can't hear BIG DREAMS and not
think of me. That's intentional. It's completely in your power. 

 
BRAND MARK

MeBrand, Dreamspo and Beliefetics are trademarked.
But before I trademarked them, I brand marked them.
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My energetic acclimation after cracking 7 figures in 8 months
hit me hard. 

Rando, things happened in my business that took me for a 6.
I was disheartened, shocked and disappointed. Because I am
well versed in what to do in sabotage, I was able to take time
out to nurture myself as I healed. 

I had a reel editor creating five reels a week for me. I had a
dream team of A players replying to comments and holding
down the forte. 

The mindshift in 2022 was that it's ok to piggyback on the
momentum you created and take a moment for yourself
when you're deep in the throws of energetic acclimation.

Give yourself time to acclimate to the new heights and levels,
don't expect yourself to be instantly acclimated. 

 
ENERGETIC ACCLIMATION

Your energetic acclimation - aka sabotage periods fo
business are inevitable, come up with ways to deal. 
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M E B R A N D

TAG US AT
@MEBRAND.CO

I'd love to hear, see and witness
you in your MEBRAND
metamorphosis. 

Witnessing you be as you as you
can be, surprising us with your
edges and expansions...

GIVES ME LIFE. 

Tag me so we can celebrate
you.

TAG @MEBRAND.CO + @JANAKINGSFORD

I LOVED SHARING THESE MEBRAND MINDSHIFTS WITH YOU. IF
YOU'RE FEELING THE ENERGY OF SHARING MEBRAND VIBES,

YOU CAN JUMP OVER TO OUR IG TO SHARE THE LOVE

I'D LOVE TO KNOW WHAT
YOUR FAVE MINDSHIFT IS SO
FAR!

@MEBRAND.CO

http://bit.ly/MEBRANDMEMBERSHIP
https://www.instagram.com/mebrand.co/
http://www.instagram.com/mebrand.co


M E B R A N D

SEE YOU INSIDE

JUMP INTO 
MEBRAND NOW 

Weekly live masterclasses.
Mebrand Brand Bank

Oneology Personal Branding Methodologies
7 module core course

MEBRAND LIVE WEEKLY PERSONAL BRANDING MEMBERSHIP 

http://bit.ly/MEBRANDMEMBERSHIP
http://bit.ly/MEBRANDMEMBERSHIP
http://bit.ly/MEBRANDMEMBERSHIP


w w w . j a n a k i n g s f o r d . c o m

THANK YOU

Jana xx
A U T H O R    M E N T O R    P O D C A S T E R   F I L M M A K E R

FOR BEING
YOU

http://www.janakingsford.com/
http://www.facebook.com/janakingsford
http://www.pinterest.com/janakingsford
http://www.instagram.com/janakingsford

